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1. Introduction

It counts among the folklore results of parametric statistics that global equality in the

Cramer-Rao inequality obtains only when the underlying family is exponential. A rigorous proof of this result depends on which concept of differentiability is adopted. Wijsman (1973) employs the logarithmic derivatives of the density functions, and solves the
associated differential equation including a detailed discussion of the resulting measurability problems. Fabian and Hannan (1977) assume weak L 2-differentiability of the likelihood
ratio, see also Barankin (1949, Section 6).
We here place our derivation in the context of L r-differentiable families, that is, strong
Lr-differentiability of the

rth

root of the likelihood ratio, thus evading any extra integra-

bility assumptions. A detailed exposition of 1Lr-differentiable families of distributions is
given in the textbook Witting (1985). lbragimov and Has'minskii (1981) work with regular experiments which essentially coincide with the continuous L2-differentiable families
as introduced below. The notion of L 2-differentiability is due to Hajek (1962, p. 1124)
and Le Cam (1966, Section 4).
Depending on the parameter r

~

1 there evolves a hierarchy of differential smooth-

ness that is statistical meaningful: 1L 1 -differentiability is appropriate for deriving locally
optimal tests, see Witting (1985, Section 1.8.1), while 1L2-differentiablity applies to estimation problems, see Witting (1985, Section 2.7.2) or lbragimov and Has'minskii (1981,
Section I. 7.2), and local asymptotic normality, see lbragimov and Has'minskii (1981, Chapter II). Finally 1Lr-differentiability, for all r ~ 1, holds in exponential families, reflecting
their well appreciated smoothness properties.
In Section 2 we recall the Cramer-Rao inequality as it holds in 1L 2-differentiable families. Global attainment leads to a differential equation whose coefficients are continuous
once continuous Lr-differentiability is assumed, as discussed in Section 3. The solution of
this differential equation leads to exponential families, as detailed in Theorem 2.
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2. The Cramer-Rao inequality
The notion of 1L 2-differentiability is briefly reviewed since it is central to the version of
the Cramer-Rao inequality that is presented in Theorem 1. Let 'P = { PiJ : iJ E e} be a
family with parameter iJ E e ~ 1Rk, on some fixed sample space X with sigma-algebra B.
The likelihood ratio of a member PiJ relative to another member PiJ 0 is denoted by LiJ/iJo'
that is,
for ( P iJ + Po 0 )-almost all x, whenever PiJ and PiJo are the respective densities of PiJ and PiJ 0
with respect to some common dominating measure.
For an interior point fJ 0 in e the family 'Pis called lL2(PiJ 0 )-differentiable when there
exists a k-dimensional statistic LiJ 0 with components which are r-fold integrable under PiJ 0
such that for iJ

---+

fJo one has

II2(L~~~o -1)- (iJ- iJo)TLiJ ll2
0

PiJ( { LiJ/iJo

(1)

= o(liJ- iJol),

= oo}) = o(liJ- iJol 2 ),

(2)

1

1

where IITII2 = (J T 2 dPiJo) 1 12 is the 1L2(PiJo) norm while lrJI = (rJT 1?) 12 = o=~=l rJD 12 is
the Euclidean norm. If (1) and (2) are satisfied then the statistic LiJ 0 is PiJ 0 -almost surely
unique and is called the 1L2-derivative of 'P at fJo, or for short, the 1L 2(PiJ 0 )-derivative.
The covariance matrix

(3)
is the information matrix of 'P at 1? 0 •
Property (2) means that the singular parts vanish of the right order.

When the

distributions are pairwise equivalent there are no singular parts, and property (2) is trivially
satisfied. Property (1) pertains to the square root of the likelihood ratio rescaled by the
factor 2. This rescaling is convenient in that the statistic LiJo then also appears as the
1Lr(1? 0 )-derivative for all r ::; 2. The notion of 1Lr-differentiability makes sense for all r
and simply replaces 2 by r in (1) and (2).

>1

Theorem 1. Suppose the family 'P = { PiJ : iJ E e} is JL 2(PiJ 0 )-differentiable at an
interior point fJ 0 of e ~ 1Rk. For some dimension s ~ 1let T be an s-dimensional statistic
whose components have a finite variance in a neighborhood offJo,

for all i = 1, ... , s.
limsupVariJ[Ti] < oo
(4)
iJ-+iJo
Then the mean-value function "Y( iJ) = EiJ [T] is differentiable at '13 0 with Jacobian matrix 9('13 0 ), say, and the covariance matrix obeys the Cramer-Rao inequality

(5)
3

Moreover, equality holds in (5) if and only if

(6)
for Pe 0 -almost all x.

Proof. For a proof see Witting (1985, Satz 2.133) or lbragimov and Has'minskii (1981,
Theorem 1.7.3). The essential step is to establish the identity 9('!9o) = E1? 0 [TLJ0 ] using assumption ( 4), see Witting (1985, Satz 2.136) or lbragimov and Has'minskii (1981,
Lemma 7.2). Once this identity is established one has

so that the inequality as well as the equality condition become evident. It is straightforward
to verify that the expressions in (5) and (6) are invariant to the choice of the generalized

0

inverse for I('!9o).

There are other versions of the Cramer-Rao inequality some of which present the
inequality as a joint property of the underlying family of distributions and the estimator
under investigation, for an example see Joshi (1976). As pointed out by Pitman (1979,
p. 39) a result as in Theorem 1 is appealing in that it essentially applies to all estimators,
excepting only those that have an unbounded variance in the neighborhood of '!9 0 •
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3. Attainment of the Cramer-Rao bound
Global attainment ofthe Cramer-Rao bound is discussed assuming that the dimensionality
of the statistic T and the parameter{) coincide, s = k, and that the parameter domain 8
1s open. From (5) we then obtain the equation
for all {) E 8.
When the covariance matrix of T is nonsingular then the matrices 9( {)) and I( fJ) are
nonsingular as well, and equation (6) yields Lt? = A({)) TT-b( {))with A({)) T =I( fJ)Q( fJ)- 1
and b(fJ) = I(fJ)9(fJ)- 1 !(fJ). In other words, the derivative .it? is an affine transformation
of a statistic T where the coefficients A({)) and b( {)) depend on {), but the statistic T
does not. To solve this differential equation it is helpful to have the coefficients depend
continuously on {).
To this end we introduce continuous Lr-differentiability. For our purposes we may
assume that the family P consists of pairwise equivalent distributions, thus relieving us
of the study of singular parts as in (2). The ILr(Pt? )-derivative .it? is a member of the
space 1L~(P11 ), that is, it is a k-dimensional statistic whose components are r-fold integrable
under Pt?. Multiplication with L~j~o yields a member of the space 1L~(Pt? 0 ). Therefore we
say that continuous 1Lr(Pt? 0 )-differentiability holds when for{)--+ fJo one has (1) with r in
place of 2, and
·

1/r

·

iiLt?Lt?/t?o- Lt?olir = o(1),

(7)

where IISIIr = ~7= 1 (J S[ dPt? 0 ) 1 /r is the 1L~(Pt? 0 ) norm.
It is straightforward to show that continuous 1L 2 -differentiability of P on 8 implies
that the information matrix I({)) of (3) and the Jacobian matrix 9( fJ) appearing in (5)
depend continuously on {). These continuity properties are automatic when regular experiments in the sense of Ibragimov and Has'minskii (1981, Section 1.7.1) are assumed.
The only additional assumption not mentioned so far is that the parameter domain 8
ought to be connected so that any two points {) 0 and {) can be joined by a continuous
path {) s, 0 :::; s :::; 1. The following theorem summarizes the discussion, leaving only the
implication (c) :=;. (a) to be proved.

= {Pt?

: {) E 8} consists of paizwise equivalent
distributions, with a parameter domain e ~ lRk that is open and connected. Let T be a
k-dimensional statistic whose distributions under P do not concentrate on a proper affine
subspace of lRk; when it exists the Jacobian matrix of its mean-value function 1( {)) =
E 11 [T] is denoted by 9(fJ). Then the following three statements are equivalent:

Theorem 2. Suppose the family P
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(a) P is an exponential family in a('!9) and T and of order k, for some continuously

differentiable mapping a : E>---+ 1Rk whose Jacobian matrices A( '19) have full rank k.
(b) P is continuously lLr-differentiable on E> for all r

> 1, and the covariance matrices

Cov,[T] are continuous onE>, of full rank k, and attain the Cramer-Rao bound Cov,[T] =
9('!9)I('!9)- 1 9('!9)T for all '19 E E>.
(c) P is continuously lL 1 -differentiable on E>, and the derivatives Lt'J admit a representation

t,

=

A('!9)TT- b('!9) for all '19 E E>, for some continuous mappings A : E> ---+ GL(k)

and b : E> ---+ 1Rk.

Proof. Fix 19 0 , '19 E E> and choose a continuously differentiable path '19 8 , 0
to '19' its derivative is denoted by

J s·

For

X

~

s

~

f

is measurable.

1, from {) 0

E X define

J; 9A(s)ds,
K('!9) = J; gb(s)ds,

9A(s) = A('!9s)Js,

a('!9) =

gb(s) = J"Jb('!9s),

f(x) = exp(f01 J;t,.(x)ds) = exp(a('!9)TT(x)- K(19)).
Due to the continuity assumptions these quantities are well defined, and
We claim that

f

is a P, 0 -density of Pt'J. Then neither

f

nor K({)) will depend on

the path '19 8 that enters into the definition, and the same will be true for a( '19) since the
distributions of T do not concentrate on a proper affine subspace. In order to establish
our claim we must verify

L

f dP11 0 = PiJ(B)

> 0 there exists a partitioning of 1Rk into measurable
of diameter less than €. For a fixed set B define Bi = B n T- 1 (Ri)·

for all B E B. But for every
rectangles Rb R 2 , •••

(8)

€

If Bi is a P-nullset then (8) holds for Bi.
Now consider the case that Bi is not a P-nullset. Since '19 ---+ P,(Bi) is continuously
differentiable, see Witting (1985, Satz 1.179), so is the function H(Bi,s) = logPu.(Bi)
and H(Bi, ·)is the integral of its derivative h(Bi, ·). Thus we have

where the integral m(Bi,s) =

Lu.

+ b('!9

8 ).

JB,

A('!9s)TTdPu./Pu.(Bi) exists in view of A('!9s)TT =

With this notation we obtain
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For x E Bi the point A({) 8 ) T T( x) lies in the image A({) 8 ) T ( Ri), and-being an average--so
does m(Bi, s). Therefore they have maximal distance IIA('!? 8 )11E < AE, say, with A being
the maximum for 0 ~ s < 1 of the operator norm of A({) 8 ). Hence with c = A ] 01 1J 8 1ds
the inner integral is bounded by ±cE. Summation over i gives

Since

E

is arbitrary our claim is established. Hence Pis an exponential family.

Fixing {) 0 and varying{) defines a on all of

a is differentiable at {) 0 • For a point {) close to

-1? 8 = f)o

+ s(-1?- -l?o), whence a(-!?)=

e,
{)o

with a(f) 0 ) = 0. Next we show that
we may choose a straight-line path

J: A({)8)(-!?- -l?o)ds.

Then

1

1 I(A({)s)- A(-!?o))(-1?- -l?o)l d
Ia(-!?)- a(-!?o)- A(-!?o)(-1?- -ao)l
I-!?- -!?ol
< o
I-!?- {)ol
s.
Since this tends to 0 as{) tends to f)o we have that a is differentiable at -!?o, with Jacobian
matrix A( -l?o).
Fixing -!? and varying -l?o we similarly know that for -1?1 =f:. {)o the distribution P.o
has a Pth -density proportional to exp( a 1({)) TT) where a 1 is differentiable at -1? 1 and has
Jacobian matrix A(-!?I). The chain rule dP.o/dPo 0 = (dP.ofdP.oJ(dP-o 1 /dP-o 0 ) leads to
a(-!?) = a(-!?I) + a1(-!?). Hence since a1 is differentiable at -1?1 so is a, and their common
Jacobian matrix is A( -!?I). Thus a is differentiable on e and has nonsingular Jacobian
matrices A(-!?).
This also implies that a is an open mapping, whence the image a(S) is an open
subset of the canonical parameter domain of the exponential family P. Since T is not
concentrated on a proper affine subspace the family P must then be of order k.

~

It is worth mentioning that Theorem 2 provides a particular instance where 1L 1 -

differentiability entails 1Lr-differentiability for r 2:: 1. The converse is true quite generally,
namely that 1Lr-differentiability implies 1L 8 -differentiability for s
Satz 1.190).
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~

r, see Witting (1985,
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